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On July 4, 1796, a group of women gathered in York, Pennsylvania, to celebrate
the twentieth anniversary of American independence. They drank tea and toasted
the Revolution, the Constitution, and, finally, the rights of women. This event
would have been unheard of thirty years before, but a popular political culture
developed after the war in which women were actively involved, despite the fact
that they could not vote or hold political office. This newfound atmosphere not
only provided women with opportunities to celebrate national occasions outside
the home but also enabled them to conceive of possessing specific rights in the
young republic and to demand those rights in very public ways. Susan Branson
examines the avenues through which women's presence became central to the
competition for control of the nation's political life and, despite attempts to quell
the emerging power of women—typified by William Cobbett's derogatory label of
politically active women as "these fiery Frenchified dames"—demonstrates that
the social, political, and intellectual ideas regarding women in the postRevolutionary era contributed to a more significant change in women's public
lives than most historians have recognized. As an early capital of the United
States, the leading publishing center, and the largest and most cosmopolitan city
in America during the eighteenth century, Philadelphia exerted a considerable
influence on national politics, society, and culture. It was in Philadelphia that the
Federalists and Democratic Republicans first struggled for America's political
future, with women's involvement critical to the outcome of their heated partisan
debates. Middle and upper-class women of Philadelphia were able to achieve a
greater share in the culture and politics of the new nation through several key
developments, including theaters and salons that were revitalized following the
war, allowing women to intermingle and participate in political discussions, and
the wider availability of national and international writings, particularly those that
described women's involvement in the French Revolution—perhaps the most
important and controversial historical event in the early development of American
women's political consciousness. Given these circumstances, Branson argues,
American women were able to create new more active social and political roles
for themselves that brought them out of the home and into the public sphere.
Although excluded from the formal political arenas of voting and lawmaking,
American women in the Age of Revolution nevertheless thought and acted
politically and were able to make their presence and opinions known to the
benefit of a young nation.
The Founding Fathers who drafted the United States Constitution in 1787
distrusted political parties, popular democracy, centralized government, and a
strong executive office. Yet the country's national politics have historically
included all those features. In American Political History: A Very Short
Introduction, Donald Critchlow takes on this contradiction between original theory
and actual practice. This brief, accessible book explores the nature of the twoPage 1/12
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party system, key turning points in American political history, representative
presidential and congressional elections, struggles to expand the electorate, and
critical social protest and third-party movements. The volume emphasizes the
continuity of a liberal tradition challenged by partisan divide, war, and periodic
economic turmoil. American Political History: A Very Short Introduction explores
the emergence of a democratic political culture within a republican form of
government, showing the mobilization and extension of the mass electorate over
the lifespan of the country. In a nation characterized by great racial, ethnic, and
religious diversity, American democracy has proven extraordinarily durable.
Individual parties have risen and fallen, but the dominance of the two-party
system persists. Fierce debates over the meaning of the U.S. Constitution have
created profound divisions within the parties and among voters, but a belief in the
importance of constitutional order persists among political leaders and voters.
Americans have been deeply divided about the extent of federal power, slavery,
the meaning of citizenship, immigration policy, civil rights, and a range of
economic, financial, and social policies. New immigrants, racial minorities, and
women have joined the electorate and the debates. But American political
history, with its deep social divisions, bellicose rhetoric, and antagonistic
partisanship provides valuable lessons about the meaning and viability of
democracy in the early 21st century. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short
Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get
ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis,
perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging
topics highly readable.
In the late nineteenth century, the United States underwent an extremely rapid
industrial expansion that moved the nation into the front ranks of the world
economy. At the same time, the nation maintained democratic institutions as the
primary means of allocating political offices and power. The combination of
robust democratic institutions and rapid industrialization is rare and this book
explains how development and democracy coexisted in the United States during
industrialization. Most literature focuses on either electoral politics or purely
economic analyses of industrialization. This book synthesizes politics and
economics by stressing the Republican party's role as a developmental agent in
national politics, the primacy of the three great developmental policies (the gold
standard, the protective tariff, and the national market) in state and local politics,
and the impact of uneven regional development on the construction of national
political coalitions in Congress and presidential elections.
Since the early twentieth century, technological transfers from the United States
to Latin American countries have involved technologies of violence for social
control. As the chapters in this book illustrate, these technological transfers have
taken various forms, including the training of Latin American military personnel in
surveillance and torture and the provision of political and logistic support for
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campaigns of state terror. The human cost for Latin America has been
enormous—thousands of Latin Americans have been murdered, disappeared, or
tortured, and whole communities have been terrorized into silence. Organized by
region, the essays in this book address the topic of state-sponsored terrorism in a
variety of ways. Most take the perspective that state-directed political violence is
a modern development of a regional political structure in which U.S. political
interests weigh heavily. Others acknowledge that Latin American states
enthusiastically received U.S. support for their campaigns of terror. A few see
local culture and history as key factors in the implementation of state campaigns
of political violence. Together, all the essays exemplify how technologies of terror
have been transferred among various Latin American countries, with particular
attention to the role that the United States, as a "strong" state, has played in such
transfers.
Questions about immigration and social welfare programs raise the central issues
of who belongs to a society and what its members deserve. Yet the opinions of
the American public about these important issues seem contradictory and
confused. Claudia Strauss explains why: public opinion on these issues and
many others is formed not from liberal or conservative ideologies but from
diverse vernacular discourses that may not fit standard ideologies but are easy to
remember and repeat. Drawing on interviews with people from various
backgrounds, Strauss identifies and describes 59 conventional discourses about
immigration and social welfare and demonstrates how we acquire conventional
discourses from our opinion communities. Making Sense of Public Opinion:
American Discourses about Immigration and Social Programs explains what
conventional discourses are, how to study them, and why they are fundamental
elements of public opinion and political culture.
This convenient Portable Version of O’Connor/Sabato’sAmerican Government:
Continuity and Changefeatures all the content of the original comprehensive text
split into four lightweight, paperbacks–Foundations, Institutions, Political
Behavior, and Public Policy–plusnewpractice tests for students found at the back
of each volume. Guided by the belief that students must first understand how
American government developed over more than two centuries to fully
understand the issues facing the United States today, O'Connor/Sabato offers
the strongest coverage of both history and current events of any college textbook
devoted to American politics. This best-selling book provides the historical
context students need to understand our government and the most crucial and
controversial issues affecting the nation in the 21st century. American
Government: Continuity and Change, has been extensively revised to provide the
most in-depth and current coverage of the 2006 midterm elections, the second
George W. Bush administration, the Iraq War, and increasing controversies
related to the conduct of the war on terrorism, including renewed calls for
additional congressional oversight of the Executive Branch. The new edition also
emphasizes the extent to which shared American values shape and affect policy
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and influence key political conflicts.
This convenient Portable Version of Edwards/Wattenberg/Lineberry,Government
in America: People, Politics, and Policyfeatures all the content of the original
comprehensive text split into four lightweight, paperbacks—accompanied by new
practice tests at the back of each volume. Framing its content within a
resonant“politics matters” themeandemphasizing public
policythroughout,Government in Americaillustrates the impact that government
has on the daily lives of each and every American, motivating students to
become active participants in all aspects of our political system, andhelping
overcome the biggest challenge instructors face in this course -- student
apathytoward government.
In this provocative book, one of our most eminent political scientists questions
the extent to which the American Constitution furthers democratic goals. Robert
Dahl reveals the Constitution's potentially antidemocratic elements and explains
why they are there, compares the American constitutional system to other
democratic systems, and explores how we might alter our political system to
achieve greater equality among citizens. In a new chapter for this second edition,
he shows how increasing differences in state populations revealed by the Census
of 2000 have further increased the veto power over constitutional amendments
held by a tiny minority of Americans. He then explores the prospects for changing
some important political practices that are not prescribed by the written
Constitution, though most Americans may assume them to be so.
During the Civil War, Walt Whitman described his admiration for the Union soldiers'
loyalty to the ideal of democracy. His argument, that this faith bonded Americans to
their nation, has received little critical attention, yet today it raises increasingly relevant
questions about American patriotism in the face of growing nationalist sentiment
worldwide. Here a group of scholars explores the manner in which Americans have
discussed and practiced their patriotism over the past two hundred years. Their essays
investigate, for example, the extent to which the promise of democracy has explained
citizen loyalty, what other factors--such as devotion to home and family--have
influenced patriotism, and how patriotism has often served as a tool to maintain the
power of a dominant group and to obscure internal social ills. This volume examines the
use of patriotic language and symbols in building unity in the early republic, rebuilding
the nation after the Civil War, and sustaining loyalty in an increasingly diverse society.
Continuing through the World Wars to the Clinton presidency, the essay topics range
from multiculturalism to reactions toward masculine power. In addition to the editor, the
contributors include Cynthia M. Koch, Cecilia Elizabeth O'Leary, Andrew Neather,
Stuart McConnell, Gaines M. Foster, Kimberly Jensen, David Glassberg and J. Michael
Moore, Lawrence R. Samuel, Robert B. Westbrook, Wendy Kozol, George Lipsitz,
Barbara Truesdell, Robin Wagner-Pacifici, and William B. Cohen.
How should historians speak truth to power – and why does it matter? Why is five
hundred years better than five months or five years as a planning horizon? And why is
history – especially long-term history – so essential to understanding the multiple pasts
which gave rise to our conflicted present? The History Manifesto is a call to arms to
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historians and everyone interested in the role of history in contemporary society.
Leading historians Jo Guldi and David Armitage identify a recent shift back to longerterm narratives, following many decades of increasing specialisation, which they argue
is vital for the future of historical scholarship and how it is communicated. This
provocative and thoughtful book makes an important intervention in the debate about
the role of history and the humanities in a digital age. It will provoke discussion among
policymakers, activists and entrepreneurs as well as ordinary listeners, viewers,
readers, students and teachers. This title is also available as Open Access.
Shows how changes in work, family structure, women's roles, and other factors have
caused people to become increasingly disconnected from family, friends, neighbors,
and democratic structures--and how they may reconnect.
Framing its content within a resonant “politics matters” theme and emphasizing public
policy throughout, this accessible text illustrates the impact that government has on the
daily lives of each and every American, particularly its effect on students. Through
engaging and interactive boxed features and a focus on the issues that matter to most,
this practical text motivates readers to become active participants in our political
system, and helps overcome apathy toward government. The brief edition of this
bestselling text includes the streamlined content of the comprehensive version.
In Marxism and America, an accomplished group of scholars reconsiders the
relationship of the United States to the theoretical tradition derived from Karl Marx. In
brand new essays that cover the period from the nineteenth century, when Marx wrote
for American newspapers, to the present, when a millennial socialism has emerged
inspired by the presidential campaigns of Bernie Sanders, the contributors take up
topics ranging from memory of the Civil War to feminist debates over sexuality and
pornography. Along the way, they clarify the relationship of race and democracy, the
promise and perils of the American political tradition and the prospects for class politics
today. Marxism and America sheds new light on old questions, helping to explain why
socialism has been so difficult to establish in the United States even as it has exerted a
notable influence in American thought.
Empirical puzzles get students thinking like political scientists.
Students of politics frequently confuse politics with current events and the activities of
political actors. Lost in this view is a deeper understanding of politics that emphasizes
the need for governmental management of many facets of social life. It proceeds first by
illustrating the need for civil organization in complex social settings and then by
examining the way political culture informs the nature and degree of the political
organization appropriate for a polity. Focusing specifically on U.S. political culture, the
work explores American political inheritance in order to expose the enduring ideals and
fundamental commitments of American political life. This permits a review of American
liberalism with its characteristic emphasis upon individual freedom and basic human
equality. The nature of constitutionalism and democracy are also explored in order to
examine their fit with traditional American liberal ideals. But politics is also about
change, and the work concludes with a discussion of the challenges the U.S. must face
as the demands of political management generate pressures that might seem to erode
or compromise the ideals of American political culture.
"White's Barack Obama's America eloquently captures both the important nuances of
the current political scene and its long-term consequences." ---Richard Wirthlin, former
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pollster for Ronald Reagan "This delightfully written and accessible book is the best
available account of the changes in culture, society, and politics that have given us
Barack Obama's America." ---Stan Greenberg, pollster for Bill Clinton and Chairman
and CEO of Greenberg Quinlan Rosner Research "From one of the nation's foremost
experts on how values shape our politics, a clear and compelling account of the
dramatic shifts in social attitudes that are transforming American political culture.
White's masterful blend of narrative and data illuminates the arc of electoral history
from Reagan to Obama, making a powerful case for why we are entering a new
progressive political era." ---Matthew R. Kerbel, Professor of Political Science, Villanova
University, and author of Netroots "John Kenneth White is bold. He asks the big
questions . . . Who are we? What do we claim to believe? How do we actually live?
What are our politics? John Kenneth White writes compellingly about religion and the
role it played in making Barack Obama president. White's keen insight into America's
many faiths clarifies why Barack Obama succeeded against all odds. It is a fascinating
description of religion and politics in twenty-first-century America---a must-read."
---Kathleen Kennedy Townsend, former Lieutenant Governor of Maryland and author of
Failing America's Faithful "In Barack Obama's America, John Kenneth White has
written the political equivalent of Baedeker or Michelin, the definitive guide to and
through the new, uncharted political landscape of our world. White captures and
explains what America means---and what it means to be an American---in the twentyfirst century." ---Mark Shields, nationally syndicated columnist and political
commentator for PBS NewsHour "John White has always caught important trends in
American politics that others missed. With his shrewd analysis of why Barack Obama
won, he's done it again." ---E. J. Dionne, Jr., Senior Fellow, Brookings Institution, and
University Professor in the Foundations of Democracy and Culture at Georgetown
University The election of Barack Obama to the presidency marks a conclusive end to
the Reagan era, writes John Kenneth White in Barack Obama's America. Reagan
symbolized a 1950s and 1960s America, largely white and suburban, with married
couples and kids at home, who attended church more often than not. Obama's election
marks a new era, the author writes. Whites will be a minority by 2042. Marriage is at an
all-time low. Cohabitation has increased from a half-million couples in 1960 to more
than 5 million in 2000 to even more this year. Gay marriages and civil unions are
redefining what it means to be a family. And organized religions are suffering, even as
Americans continue to think of themselves as a religious people. Obama's inauguration
was a defining moment in the political destiny of this country, based largely on
demographic shifts, as described in Barack Obama's America. John Kenneth White is
Professor of Politics at the Catholic University of America in Washington, D.C. Cover
image: "Out of many, we are one: Dare to Hope: Faces from 2008 Obama Rallies" by
Anne C. Savage, view and buy full image at
http://revolutionaryviews.com/obama_poster.html.
The Oxford Handbook of Comparative Politics offers a critical survey of the field of
empirical political science through the collection of a set of chapters written by 48 top
scholars in the discipline of comparative politics
In a campaign for state or local office these days, you’re as likely today to hear
accusations that an opponent advanced Obamacare or supported Donald Trump as
you are to hear about issues affecting the state or local community. This is because
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American political behavior has become substantially more nationalized. American
voters are far more engaged with and knowledgeable about what’s happening in
Washington, DC, than in similar messages whether they are in the South, the
Northeast, or the Midwest. Gone are the days when all politics was local. With The
Increasingly United States, Daniel J. Hopkins explores this trend and its implications for
the American political system. The change is significant in part because it works against
a key rationale of America’s federalist system, which was built on the assumption that
citizens would be more strongly attached to their states and localities. It also has
profound implications for how voters are represented. If voters are well informed about
state politics, for example, the governor has an incentive to deliver what voters—or at
least a pivotal segment of them—want. But if voters are likely to back the same party in
gubernatorial as in presidential elections irrespective of the governor’s actions in office,
governors may instead come to see their ambitions as tethered more closely to their
status in the national party.
This book focuses on transformations of political culture from times past to futurepresent. It defines the meaning of political culture and explores the cultural values and
institutions of kinship communities and dynastic intermediaries, including chiefdoms
and early states. It systematically examines the rise and gradual universalization of
modern sovereign nation-states. Contemporary debates concerning nationality,
nationalism, citizenship, and hyphenated identities are engaged. The authors recount
the making of political culture in the American nation-state and look at the processes of
internal colonialism in the American experience, examining how major ethnic, sectarian,
racial, and other distinctions arose and congealed into social and cultural categories.
The book concludes with a study of the Holocaust, genocide, crimes against humanity,
and the political cultures of violation in post-colonial Rwanda and in racialized ethnopolitical conflicts in various parts of the world. Struggles over legitimacy in nationbuilding and state-building are at the heart of this new take on the important role of
political culture.
The 'crisis of American democracy' debate is advanced in this engaging new
contribution. By referring to Max Weber's long-term perspective, Stephen Karlberg
provides rich new insights into the particular contours of today's American political
culture - and some reasons for optimism. Kalberg draws upon Weber to reconstruct
political culture in ways that define America's unique spirit of democracy. Developing
several Weber-inspired models, the author reveals patterns of oscillation in American
history. Can these pendulum movements sustain today the symbiotic dualism that
earlier invigorated American democracy? Can they do so to such an extent that the
American spirit of democracy is rejuvenated? Whilst exploring whether Weber's
explanations and insights can be generalised beyond the American case, 'Searching for
the Spirit of American Democracy' forcefully argues that facilitating political cultures is
indispensable if democracies are to endure.
In the early 1960s, American conservatives seemed to have fallen on hard times.
McCarthyism was on the run, and movements on the political left were grabbing
headlines. The media lampooned John Birchers's accusations that Dwight Eisenhower
was a communist puppet. Mainstream America snickered at warnings by California
Congressman James B. Utt that "barefooted Africans" were training in Georgia to help
the United Nations take over the country. Yet, in Utt's home district of Orange County,
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thousands of middle-class suburbanites proceeded to organize a powerful conservative
movement that would land Ronald Reagan in the White House and redefine the
spectrum of acceptable politics into the next century. Suburban Warriors introduces us
to these people: women hosting coffee klatches for Barry Goldwater in their tract
houses; members of anticommunist reading groups organizing against sex education;
pro-life Democrats gradually drawn into conservative circles; and new arrivals finding
work in defense companies and a sense of community in Orange County's
mushrooming evangelical churches. We learn what motivated them and how they
interpreted their political activity. Lisa McGirr shows that their movement was not one of
marginal people suffering from status anxiety, but rather one formed by successful
entrepreneurial types with modern lifestyles and bright futures. She describes how
these suburban pioneers created new political and social philosophies anchored in a
fusion of Christian fundamentalism, xenophobic nationalism, and western
libertarianism. While introducing these rank-and-file activists, McGirr chronicles Orange
County's rise from "nut country" to political vanguard. Through this history, she traces
the evolution of the New Right from a virulent anticommunist, anti-establishment fringe
to a broad national movement nourished by evangelical Protestantism. Her original
contribution to the social history of politics broadens—and often upsets—our
understanding of the deep and tenacious roots of popular conservatism in America.
Exploring the connections between family policies, individual and family well-being and
political culture, this volume examines several research projects and concludes that
their results challenge the view that governmental social programmes in the United
States have been detrimental to family life. The results also clarify the relationship
between states' political cultures and the kinds of family policies enacted. Additionally,
Zimmerman provides guidelines to aid the development of a policy agenda designed to
enhance the well-being of individuals and families - regardless of where they live.
Winner of the 2006 Race, Ethnicity, and Politics Organized Section Best First Book
Award from the American Political Science Association Winner of the 2006 W.E.B.
DuBois Book Award from the National Conference of Black Political Scientists AngeMarie Hancock argues that longstanding beliefs about poor African American mothers
were the foundation for the contentious 1996 welfare reform debate that effectively
"ended welfare as we know it." By examining the public identity of the so-called welfare
queen and its role in hindering democratic deliberation, The Politics of Disgust shows
how stereotypes and politically motivated misperceptions about race, class and gender
were effectively used to instigate a politics of disgust. The ongoing role of the politics of
disgust in welfare policy is revealed here by using content analyses of the news media,
the 1996 congressional floor debates, historical evidence and interviews with welfare
recipients themselves. Hancock's incisive analysis is both compelling and disturbing,
suggesting the great limits of today's democracy in guaranteeing not just fair and
equitable policy outcomes, but even a fair chance for marginalized citizens to
participate in the process.
When the United States took control of the Philippines and Puerto Rico in the wake of
the Spanish-American War, it declared that it would transform its new colonies through
lessons in self-government and the ways of American-style democracy. In both
territories, U.S. colonial officials built extensive public school systems, and they set up
American-style elections and governmental institutions. The officials aimed their
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lessons in democratic government at the political elite: the relatively small class of the
wealthy, educated, and politically powerful within each colony. While they retained
ultimate control for themselves, the Americans let the elite vote, hold local office, and
formulate legislation in national assemblies. American Empire and the Politics of
Meaning is an examination of how these efforts to provide the elite of Puerto Rico and
the Philippines a practical education in self-government played out on the ground in the
early years of American colonial rule, from 1898 until 1912. It is the first systematic
comparative analysis of these early exercises in American imperial power. The
sociologist Julian Go unravels how American authorities used “culture” as both a tool
and a target of rule, and how the Puerto Rican and Philippine elite received, creatively
engaged, and sometimes silently subverted the Americans’ ostensibly benign
intentions. Rather than finding that the attempt to transplant American-style democracy
led to incommensurable “culture clashes,” Go assesses complex processes of cultural
accommodation and transformation. By combining rich historical detail with broader
theories of meaning, culture, and colonialism, he provides an innovative study of the
hidden intersections of political power and cultural meaning-making in America’s
earliest overseas empire.
'Political Science' offers a thorough introduction to the basic concepts and theories of
political science. With a critical look at the major theories, it exposes students to many
ways of thinking, and challenges them to think critically while emphasizing both US and
comparative politics.
American Government 2e is designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of
the single-semester American Government course. This title includes innovative
features designed to enhance student learning, including Insider Perspective features
and a Get Connected module that shows students how they can get engaged in the
political process. The book provides an important opportunity for students to learn the
core concepts of American Government and understand how those concepts apply to
their lives and the world around them.
Religion and politics are never far from the headlines, but their relationship remains
complex and often confusing. In this fifth edition of Religion and Politics in America, the
authors offer a lively, accessible, and balanced treatment of religion in American
politics. They explore the historical, cultural, and legal contexts that underlie religious
political engagement while also highlighting the pragmatic and strategic political
realities that religious organizations and people face. Incorporating the best and most
up-to-date scholarship, the authors assess the politics of Roman Catholics; evangelical,
mainline, and African American Protestants; Jews; Muslims and other conventional and
not-so-conventional American religious movements. The author team also examines
important subjects concerning religion and its relationship to gender, race/ethnicity, and
class. The fifth edition has been revised to include the 2012 elections, in particular Mitt
Romney's candidacy and Mormonism, as well as a fuller assessment of the role of
religion in President Obama's first term. In-depth treatment of core topics,
contemporary case studies, and useful focus-study boxes, provides students with a real
understanding of how religion and politics relate in practice and makes this fifth edition
essential reading for courses in political science, religion, and sociology departments.
How a more positive form of identity politics can restore public trust in government
Illiberalism, Thomas Main writes, is the basic repudiation of liberal democracy, the very
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foundation on which the United States rests. It says no to electoral democracy, human
rights, the rule of law, toleration. It is a political ideology that finds expression in such
older right-wing extremist groups as the Ku Klux Klan and white supremacists and more
recently among the Alt-Right and the Dark Enlightenment. There are also left-of-center
illiberal movements, including various forms of communism, anarchism, and some
antifascist movements. The Rise of Illiberalism explores the philosophical
underpinnings of this toxic political ideology and documents how it has infiltrated the
mainstream of political discourse in the United States. By the early twenty-first century,
Main writes, liberal democracy’s failure to deal adequately with social problems created
a space illiberal movements could exploit to promote their particular brands of identity
politics as an alternative. A critical need thus is for what the author calls “positive
identity politics,” or a widely shared sense of community that gives a feeling of equal
importance to all sectors of society. Achieving this goal will, however, be an enormous
challenge. In seeking actionable remedies for the broken political system of the United
States, this book makes a major scholarly contribution to current debates about the
future of liberal democracy.
This book analyzes the effect of John Locke’s political thought on American political
culture today. By analyzing nearly the entirety of Locke’s political and philosophical
writings, this book shows that Locke’s thought has helped to cultivate the incivility seen
in recent years in American politics.
All the tools students need to understand American politics—with 9 chapters on Texas
government and politics.
The schoolhouse has long been a crucible in the construction and contestation of the
political concept of "family values." Through Spanish-bilingual and sex education,
moderates and conservatives in California came to define the family as a politicized and
racialized site in the late 1960s and 1970s. Sex education became a vital arena in the
culture wars as cultural conservatives imagined the family as imperiled by morally lax
progressives and liberals who advocated for these programs attempted to manage the
onslaught of sexual explicitness in broader culture. Many moderates, however, doubted
the propriety of addressing such sensitive issues outside the home. Bilingual education,
meanwhile, was condemned as a symbol of wasteful federal spending on ethically
questionable curricula and an intrusion on local prerogative. Spanish-language bilingualbicultural programs may seem less relevant to the politics of family, but many Latino
parents and students attempted to assert their authority, against great resistance, in
impassioned demands to incorporate their cultural and linguistic heritage into the
classroom. Both types of educational programs, in their successful implementation and
in the reaction they inspired, highlight the rightward turn and enduring progressivism in
postwar American political culture. In Classroom Wars, Natalia Mehlman Petrzela
charts how a state and a citizenry deeply committed to public education as an engine of
civic and moral education navigated the massive changes brought about by the 1960s,
including the sexual revolution, school desegregation, and a dramatic increase in Latino
immigration. She traces the mounting tensions over educational progressivism, cultural
and moral decay, and fiscal improvidence, using sources ranging from policy
documents to student newspapers, from course evaluations to oral histories. Petrzela
reveals how a growing number of Americans fused values about family, personal, and
civic morality, which galvanized a powerful politics that engaged many Californians and,
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ultimately, many Americans. In doing so, they blurred the distinction between public and
private and inspired some of the fiercest classroom wars in American history. Taking
readers from the cultures of Orange County mega-churches to Berkeley coffeehouses,
Natalia Mehlman Petrzela's history of these classroom controversies sheds light on the
bitterness of the battles over diversity we continue to wage today and their influence on
schools and society nationwide.
Prompts students to consider how the past shapes the present and future of American
politics and government.
This book surveys discourse and opinion in the United States toward the Arab-Israeli conflict
since 1991. Contrary to popular myth, it demonstrates that U.S. support for Israel is not based
on the pro-Israel lobby, but rather is deeply rooted in American political culture. That support
has increased since 9/11. However, the bulk of this increase has been among Republicans,
conservatives, evangelicals, and Orthodox Jews. Meanwhile, among Democrats, liberals, the
Mainline Protestant Church, and non-Orthodox Jews, criticism of Israeli policies toward the
Palestinians has become more vociferous. This book works to explain this paradox.
The Arab-Israeli Conflict in American Political CultureCambridge University Press
The political involvement of earlier waves of immigrants and their children was essential in
shaping the American political climate in the first half of the twentieth century. Immigrant votes
built industrial trade unions, fought for social protections and religious tolerance, and helped
bring the Democratic Party to dominance in large cities throughout the country. In contrast,
many scholars find that today's immigrants, whose numbers are fast approaching those of the
last great wave, are politically apathetic and unlikely to assume a similar voice in their chosen
country. E Pluribus Unum? delves into the wealth of research by historians of the Ellis Island
era and by social scientists studying today's immigrants and poses a crucial question: What
can the nation's past experience teach us about the political path modern immigrants and their
children will take as Americans? E Pluribus Unum? explores key issues about the
incorporation of immigrants into American public life, examining the ways that institutional
processes, civic ideals, and cultural identities have shaped the political aspirations of
immigrants. The volume presents some surprising re-assessments of the past as it assesses
what may happen in the near future. An examination of party bosses and the party machine
concludes that they were less influential political mobilizers than is commonly believed. Thus
their absence from today's political scene may not be decisive. Some contributors argue that
the contemporary political system tends to exclude immigrants, while others remind us that
past immigrants suffered similar exclusions, achieving political power only after long and
difficult struggles. Will the strong home country ties of today's immigrants inhibit their political
interest here? Chapters on this topic reveal that transnationalism has always been prominent
in the immigrant experience, and that today's immigrants may be even freer to act as dual
citizens. E Pluribus Unum? theorizes about the fate of America's civic ethos—has it devolved
from an ideal of liberal individualism to a fractured multiculturalism, or have we always had a
culture of racial and ethnic fragmentation? Research in this volume shows that today's
immigrant schoolchildren are often less concerned with ideals of civic responsibility than with
forging their own identity and finding their own niche within the American system of racial and
ethnic distinction. Incorporating the significant influx immigrants into American society is a
central challenge for our civic and political institutions—one that cuts to the core of who we are
as a people and as a nation. E Pluribus Unum? shows that while today's immigrants and their
children are in some ways particularly vulnerable to political alienation, the process of
assimilation was equally complex for earlier waves of immigrants. This past has much to teach
us about the way immigration is again reshaping the nation.
Medieval America: Cultural Influences of Christianity in the Law and Public Policy offers a
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critique of the way in which Christian religious doctrine has influenced the domain of law and
public policy in the United States. This is carried out through an examination of the religious
components in current practices in education, the treatment of political symbols, crime and
punishment, the human body, and democratic politics.
This book explores the Trump presidency as an expression of the decline of the pluralist model
and the rise of mass society as a working conceptualization of contemporary American
democracy. Professor Melone describes, explains, and evaluates the isolation, alienation, and
polarization of a significant share of the American electorate.
This concise, highly affordable text provides an engaging, analytical approach to American
Government that stresses the importance of elections in contemporary American politics.
Written in a strong narrative voice and brimming with student-relevant examples, America’s
New Democracy provides a focused and stimulating treatment of politics in the United States.
Illustrating popular influence across the political system in defense of a central theme–-that
elections matter more in America’s political system today than they have in the past or do in
other democracies-–the book challenges the pessimistic view that government seldom listens
to ordinary people. America’s New Democracy encourages readers to see that in a system
where votes are the main currency, both power and responsibility rest on the shoulders of all
citizens.
The United States and Canada share the longest border in the world, maintain one of the
closest alliances, and are notably similar in many ways. Yet the two countries also have
important differences, including sharply contrasting political institutions. In The United States
and Canada, Paul J. Quirk has gathered a distinguished cast of contributors to present an
integrated comparative examination of the political systems of the United States and Canadawith special attention to the effects of political institutions and their interaction with political
values, geographic and demographic factors, and other influences. The volume explores the
differences between the American presidential (or separation-of-powers) system and the
Canadian parliamentary system-focusing on electoral and party systems, executive leadership
and the legislative process, bureaucratic influence, and federalism. It proceeds to examine
patterns of governance in a wide range of issue areas: economic policy; climate-change policy;
healthcare policy; civil rights/integration and immigration; and abortion and gay rights. A
sweeping comparative account, this volume serves as an authoritative guide for anyone
interested in why the two countries differ and where they might be headed.
Latin American Political Culture: Public Opinion and Democracy presents a genuinely panLatin American examination of the region’s contemporary political culture. This is the only
book to extensively investigate the attitudes and behaviors of Latin Americans based on the
Latin American Public Opinion Project’s (LAPOP) AmericasBarometer surveys. The findings
reveal a complex Latin America with distinct political culture. Authors John Booth and Patricia
Bayer Richard join rigorous analysis with clear graphic presentation and extensive examples,
and readers learn about public opinion research, engage with further questions for analysis,
and have access to data, an expansive bibliography, and links to appendices.
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